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Abstract 
The Hadamard conjecture is that Hadamard matrices exist for all orders 1,2, 4t where t ≥ 1 is an integer. 
We have obtained the following results which strongly support the conjecture: 
(i) Given any natural number q, there exists an Hadamard matrix of order 2sq for every s ≥ [2log2(q - 3]. 
(ii) Given any natural number q, there exists a regular symmetric Hadamard matrix with constant diagonal 
of order 22s q2 for s as before. 
A significant step towards proving the Hadamard conjecture would be proving "Given any natural number 
q and constant Co there exists a Hadamard matrix of order 2
cq for some c < co." 
We make steps toward proving the Hadamard conjecture by showing that "If there is an OD(4p; s1, s2, s3, 
s4) and a set of T-matrices of order t there is an OD(16p
2t; 4ptS1, 4pts2, 4pts3, 4pts4). In particular, if there 
is an OD(4p;p,p,p,p) and a set of T-matrices of order t there is an OD(16p2t; 4p2t, 4p2t, 4p2t, 4p2t). Further, 
if there are Williamson matrices of order w there is a Hadamard matrix of 16p2tw." 
Currently the aforementioned matrices are known for p, t є {orders of Hadamard matrices, orders of 
conference matrices, 1 + 2alOb26c, a, b, c non-negative integers, 1,3,...,71,75,77,81,85,87,91,93,95,99} or 
for all orders of t ≤ 100 except possibly t є {73, 79, 83, 89, 97} plus other orders, and w for a number of 
infinite families. New T sequences for lengths 35, 61, 71, 183 and 671 are given. 
This paper gives 36 new orders <40,000 for which Hadamard matrices exist. The current paper lends 
support to the belief that c ≤ 5. 
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Abstract 
The Hadamard conjecture is that Hadamard matrices exist for all orders 1,2, 4t 
where t ~ 1 is an integer. We have obtained the following results which strongly 
support the conjecture: 
(i) Given any natural number q, there exists an Hadamard matrix of order 2'q for 
every 8 ~ [2Iog2(q - 3)]. 
(ii) Given any natural number q, there exists a regular symmetric Hadamard matrix 
with constant diagonal of order 22• q2 for s as before. 
A significant step towards proving the Hadamard conjecture would be proving 
"Given any natural number q and constant Co there exists a Hadamard matrix of order 
2Cq for some c < co." 
We make steps toward proving the Hadamard conjecture by showing that "If there 
is an OD( 4pj 81, 82, 83, 84) and a set ofT-matrices of order t there is an OD(16p2tj 4ptS1, 
4pt82, 4pt83, 4pt84)' In particular, ifthere is an OD(4pjp,p,p,p) and a set ofT-matrices 
of order t there is an OD(16p2tj 4p2t, 4p2t, 4p2t, 4~t). Further, if there are Williamson 
matrices of order w there is a Hadamard matrix of 16p2tw." 
Currently the aforementioned matrices are known for p, t E {orders of Hadamard 
matrices, orders of conference matrices, 1 + 2G lOb26c , a, b, c non-negative integers, 
1,3, ... ,71,75,77,81,85,87,91,93,95,99} or for all orders of t :0:::: 100 except possibly t E 
{73, 79, 83, 89, 97} plus other orders, and w for a number of infinite families. New T-
sequences for lengths 35, 61, 71, 183 and 671 are given. 
This paper gives 36 new orders < 40,000 for which Hadamard matrices exist. 
The current paper lends support to the belief that c :0:::: 5. 
1 Introduction 
Let H = (h;.j) be a matrix of order h with hij E (1, -1). H is called an Hadamard matrix 
of order h, if H HT = HT H = h1h, where Ih denotes the identity matrix of order h. 
An orthogonal design A, of order n, and type ( Sl , S2, ... , su), denoted 
OD(njS1,s2,""Su) on the commuting variables (±X1,±X2,""±zu,O) is a square ma-
trix of order n with entries ±Xk where each Zk occurs Sk times in each row and column such 
that the distinct rows are pairwise orthogonal. 
'Supported by Telecom grant 7027, an ATERB and ARC grant #A48830241. 
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In other words 
AAT = (SlX~ + ... + sux!)In. 
It is known that the maximum number of ,variables in an orthogonal design is p(n), the 
Radon number, where for n = 2"b, b odd, set a = 4c + d, 0 ~ d < 4, then p( n) = Bc + 2d. 
OD( 4tj t, t, t, t), otherwise called Baumert-Hall arrays, and OD(2"j a, b, 2" - a - b) have 
been extensively used to construct Hadamard matrices and weighing matrices. For details 
see Geramita and Seberry [8]. 
Cooper and J.S.Wallis (=Seberry) first defined T-matrices of order t to construct OD( 4tj 
t, t, t, t) (which at that time they called Hadamard arrays). Four circulant (type 1) matrices 
T}, T2 , T3, T4 of order t which have entries 0, +1 or -1 and which are non-zero for each of 
the t 2 entries for exactly one i, i.e. 
Ti * Tj = 0 for i ::J j, 
where * is the Hadamard (or element by element) product, and which satisfy 
4 
LTiTl = tIt 
i=l 
are called T-matrices of order t. 
We know that if the row sum (and column sum) of aT-matrix, Ti, of order t is Xi then 
Notation. We use T = (tij) given by tij = 1 for j - i = 1 and 0 otherwise for the shift 
matrix. 
Further, we have the following important theorem. 
Theorem 1 (Cooper-Seberry-Turyn) . Suppose there exist T-matrices Tl , T2 , T3, T4 
of order t (assumed to be circulant or block circulant = type 1). Let a, b, c, d be commuting 
variables. Then 
A = aTl + bT2 + cT3 + dT4 
B = -bTl + aT2 + dT3 - CT4 
C = -cTl - dT2 + aT3 + bT4 
D = -dTl + cT2 - bT3 + aT4 
can be used in the Goethals-Seidel array (or J. Seberry Wallis- Whiteman array for block-
circulant i.e. type 1 and 2 matrices) 
(1) 
where R is the permutation matrix which transforms circulant to back-circulant matrices or 
type 1 to type 2 matrices, to form an aD( 4tj t, t, t, t). 
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Replacing the variables of Theorem 1 by Williamson type matrices we have: 
Method 1 (Cooper-Seberry-Turyn) Suppose there exist T-matrices TI, T2, T3, T4 of 
order t (assumed to be circulant). Let A, B, C, D be Williamson type matrices of order m. 
Then 
X ~xA+~xB+~xC+~xD 
Y = Tl X -B + T2 X A + T3 X D + T4 X -C 
Z = TIX-C+T2X-D+T3XA+T4XB 
W Tl x - D + T2 X C + T3 X - B + T4 X A 
can be used in the Goethals-Seidel array to form an Hadamard matrix of order 4mt 
[
X 
-YR X 
GS= -ZR WTR 
-WR -ZTR 
YR 
ZR WR 1 -WTR ZTR 
X _yTR 
yTR X 
Remark 1 The survey of Seberry and Yamada [18] gives most presently known T -sequences 
and T-matrices. Some new results are given in this paper. For t = 67 there are only T-
matrices known and not as yet T-sequences. These sequences, using Method 1, are a prolific 
source of Hadamard matrices and 0 D( 4tj t, t, t, t). 
Turyn has also a construction which says that an 0 D( 4tj t, t, t, t) implies the existence of 
an OD(20tj 5t, 5t, 5t, 5t) and Ono-Sawade-Yamamoto another which gives an OD(36tj 9t, 9t, 
9t,9t) from an OD( 4tj t, t, t, t). However neither yields T-matrices and neither is recursive. 
In addition there are 0 D( 4tj t, t, t, t) whenever 2t is the order of a Hadamard matrix [14, 6]. 
Hammer, Sarvate and Seberry [9] applied Kharaghani's method [11] to OD(nj SI, ... , su) 
and in particular to OD( 4tj t, t, t, t) obtaining OD(12s2tj 3s2t, 3s2t,3s2t, 3s2t) and 0 D(20s2tj 
5s2t, 5s2t, 5s2t, 5s2t) where s is the length of T-sequences. 
Yang has other important constructions which give long sequences with zero auto corre-
lation function but not orthogonal designs. There are details in [4]. Yang has given powerful 
theorems reformulated in [13} which yield many new 0 D( 4tj t, t, t, t) and Hadamard matrices 
of order 4t from T-sequences of length t. His construction may be stated as 
Method 2 If there are base sequences oflengths m+p, m+p, m, m and y is a Yang number 
then there are T-sequences of lengths t = (2m + p)y. 
For more information on the values (2m+p) and y see [12, 13, 18]. For the known values 
of Williamson type matrices see [16, 19, 18] and the tables in [10, 18]. 
We find here the following new orders of Hadamard matrices: 4.q (q < 10,000) where q = 
213, 781,1349,1491,1633,2059,2627,2769,3479,3763,4331,4899,5467,5609,5893,6177, 
6461,6603,6887,7739,8023,8591,9159,9443,9727,9869. 
2 Background and Kharaghani type results 
Kharaghani (1985) defined C" = [h/r.i ·h,,;] and applying that to Hadamard matrices of order 
4p obtained 4p symmetric matrices of order 4p, satisfying 
CiC; = 0 i i- j } 
'2:t;1 C1 = (4p) 214p . (2) 
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He then used this to show there are Bush-type (blocks J4p down the diagonal) and 
Szekeres-type (h;j = -1 ::} hji = 1 and not necessarily vice versa). By using a symmetric 
Latin square he could also have shown that regular symmetric Hadamard matrices with 
constant diagonal of order (4p)2 could be constructed by his method. 
The result we now give is motivated by Hammer, Sarvate and Seberry [9] but uses a 
different technique to obtain more powerful results. 
Before proceeding to our main theorem we will illustrate by two examples: 
Use Kharaghani's method to form 4p matrices of order 4p satisfying (2) from a Hadamard 
matrix of order 4p. 
Use these to form 4 block circulant matrices A, B, C, D with first rows 
A: C1C2 ... C3p 
B: C3p+1 " .C4pC1 •.• C2p 
C: C2p+1 ••• C4pC1 ••• Cp 
D: Cp+1 " .C4p 
These are now used in a modified Goethals - Seidel - or Seberry(Wallis) - Whiteman 
array. This gives the theorem: 
Theorem 2 If there is a Hadamard matrix of order 4p there is a Hadamard matrix of order 
16.3.p2. 
Use Kharaghani's method to make 4pmatrices of order 4p, C1 , C2, ... , C4p as in Hammer, 
Sarvate, Seberry. The matrices now have variable entries 
A: Ct, ... , Cp, C2p+l, V2P+l,"" C4p, V4p 
B: Cp+1 , ••• ' C2P, C2p+h C2p+l,"" C4p, C4p 
C: C2P+l,"" C3p, C1 , G1 , C2, G2,"" C2p, V2p 
D: C3p+t, ... ,C4p,C1>C1,C2,C2, ... ,C2p,C2p 
where V. = -C •. 
Use these to form block circulant matrices which are used in the Goethals - Seidel array. 
This gives 
Theorem 3 If there is an OD(4pjp,p,p,p) there is an OD(SOp2j 20p2, 20p2, 20p2, 20p2) and 
an Hadamard matrix of order 16.5.p2. 
These examples do not give new Hadamard matrices of small order but do give new fami-
lies. However, ifthe method is used starting with an OD(4p; S1> S2, S3, S4) or OD(4pjp,p,p,p) 
we can get new OD's and Hadamard matrices. 
Theorem 4 Suppose there exists an 0 D( 4t; Sl, S2, S3, S4), in particular an 0 D( 4tj t, t, t, t), 
the following 0 D's exist, the particular case is given in brackets. 
(i) OD(16t2; 4tsI, 4ts2, 4ts3, 4ts4), (OD(16t2 j 4t2, 4t2, 4t2 , 4t2)); 
(ii) OD(4St2j 12ts1 , 12ts2, 12ts3 , 12ts4), (OD(4St2 j 12t2, 12t2, 12t2, 12t2))j 
(iii) 0 D(SOt2; 20tsI, 20ts2, 20ts3, 20ts4), (0 D(SOt2; 20t2, 20t2, 20t2, 20t2)). 
Proof. As in Hammer, Sarvate and Seberry, let S = (aij) be the OD. Replace all the 
variables of S by 1 making a weighing matrix, U, of order 4t and weight w = Sl + S2 + S3 + S4 
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(in the particular case w = 4p). Write S" and U" for the kth rows of Sand U respectively. 
Form 
where X is the Kronecker product. 
Then 
c"c; = (S" X U'{)(Sj X UnT 
= S"S; X U'{Uj 
=0 
if k f:. j because S is an orthogonal design. 
Now 
by the properties of U. 
4p 
L)Sk X U,{)(S" X u,{l 
"=1 
4p 
:E S"S,{ X U,{U" 
"=1 
In particular where Sj = p, all j, we get 
4p 
:E C"Cr = 4p2(Z~ + z~ + z~ + z~)I4p. 
10=1 
The C1 , • •• ,C4t are now used to form first rows for block circulant matrices, as in the 
examples leading to Theorems 4 and 5 for (ii) and (iii), or with 
for (i). 
A: C1C2 ••• Ct 
B : Ct+1 ••. Cu 
C : C2t+! ... C3t 
D : C3t+! ... C4t 
o 
The examples above illustrate that we really need 4t matrices PI, ... , P4t of order q, 
with elements 0, +1, -1 such that in each of the q2 places one and only one of the Pi has a 
nonzero element, i.e. Pi * Pj = 0, if:. j 
4t 
:E Pi is a (1, -1) matrix 
i=l 
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Then 
4p 
LGi X Pi 
i=l 
would be an Hadamard matrix of order 4tq or an 0 D( 4tqj tq, tq, tq, tq) say. 
Note we need no algebraic relation between the 1';, except disjointness, as GiGi = 0, 
i =f. j. 
The remainder of this paper is devoted to finding matrices such as the Pi. We give one 
method here which is a blending of ideas derived from writings of Turyn and C.H.Yang. 
Let h, i,j, k be symbols so that h2 = i 2 = j2 = k2 = 1, zy = 0, z =f. y, z, Y E {h, i,j, k}. 
Call a sequence of length m of symbols ±h, ±i, ±j, ±k which have zero periodic (or non 
periodic) autocorrelation function an m,O" - sequence. 
For example, hi'ijj is a 5,0"-sequence with zero non-periodic (implies also periodic) au-
tocorrelation function because for hi'ijj we form the matrix 
h 'i j j 
o h 'i j 
o 0 h i 'i 
o 0 0 h 
o 0 0 0 h 
and notice the inner product of any row with any other is zero. 
In particular, if TI , T2, T3, T4 are circulant T-matrices (which can be obtained from T-
sequences) of order t then the first row of 
is a t, 6-sequence because 
X X T = h2TIT'[ + i2T2T[ + j2T3TJ + k2T4Tl 
= tIt 
using zy = 0, z =f. y, z,y E {h,i,j,k}. 
Construction 1 Suppose we have 4p matrices GI , ... , G4p of order 4p constructed by Khar-
aghani's method (as modified by Hammer, Sarvate and Seberry (i.e. with variable entries)) 
and an m, 0" -sequence ml , m2, ... , Tnm. To simplify writing write 
Dh for [GI : G2 : ••• : Gp ] 
Di for [Gp+1 : ••• : G2p] 
Di for [G2P+1 : ... : G3p] 
Dk for [G3P+1 : ... : G4pj. 
We now form -4 first TOWS of A, B, G, D by replacing the elements of the m, O"-sequence. 
To form A replace h by Dh, h by -Dh, i by Di, 'i by -Di, j by Di' -j by -Di' k by Dk, 
-k by -Dk respectively and then complete to a block circulant matriz. 
A is formed by 
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-
B is formed by 
C is formed by 
D is formed by 
±i --+ ±Di 
±j --+ ±Dj 
±k --+ ±Dk 
±h --+ ±Di 
±i --+ ±Dj 
±j --+ ±Dk 
±k --+ ±Dh 
±h --+ ±Dj 
±i --+ ±Dk 
±j --+ ±Dh 
±k --+ ±Di 
±h --+ ±Dk 
±i --+ ±Dh 
±j --+ ±Di 
±k --+ ±Dj 
Each is then completed to a block circulant matrix. 
To illustrate we again use the 5,D-sequence hiijj 
[ D, D· jji Dj ,D· Dh Di jji 
A = I!~ Dj Dh Di 
Di D j Dj Dh 
Di jji D· D· J J 
where 
[ C, 
C2 C3 '" 
p C1 C2 '" 
Dh= c; 
'" 
C3 C4 
So 
p 
DhDI = Ip X LC; 
i=1 
DhD[ = 0 and DhDJ = 0 since CaCb = 0, a =f. b. 
Thus 
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o 
D;1 Dj 
jji 
Di 
Dh 
C, 1 c,~; 
Similarly 
So 
BBT = Is x (DiDT + 2DjDJ + 2DkVf) + (T + T4) x (-DjDJ + DkDf) 
eeT = Is x (DjDJ + 2DkDf + 2DhDn + (T + T4) x (-DkDf + DhDn 
DDT = Is x (DkDf + 2DhDf + 2DiDT) + (T + T4) x (-DhDf + DiDT) 
4p 
AAT + BBT + eeT + DDT = 5Isp x Le; 
i=l 
= 20p2(x~ + x~ + x~ + x~)I20p2 
We now use A,B,e,D in the modified GS array to form an OD(80p2;20p2,20p2,20p2, 
20p2). 
Using this method we can establish 
Theorem 5 Suppose an OD(4p; S1, S2, S3, S4) exists. Suppose there are T-matrices of order 
t. Then there is an OD(16pt; 4ts1, 4ts2, 4ts3, 4ts4), an 0 D(16p2t; 4ptsl, 4pts2, 4pts3, 4pts4) 
and an Hadamard matrix of order 16pt and 16p2t. 
Proof. The matrix of order 16pt follows by putting the OD(4p;Sl,S2,S3,S4) in place of 
the variables of the 0 D( 4t; t, t, t, t) constructed via the T-matrices. 
The matrix of order 16p2t is constructed via the construction just given. 0 
Corollary 1 Suppose an OD( 4p; S1, S2, S3, S4) exists. Then there is an OD(16pt; 4ts1 , 4ts2, 
4ts3,4tS4) and an 0 D(16p2t; 4pts1 , 4pts2, 4ptS3, 4pts4) for all the orders ofT-matrices listed 
above and in particular for all orders of t ::; 100 except possibly t E {73, 79, 83, 89, 97}. 
We give these sequences for odd lengths (Corollary 4.107 is in [7]): 
3: hij 
5: hhiij 
7: hhhijik 
9: hiii'ijjJj 
11: hhhihihUij 
13: Corollary 4.107 hhihihijjJjjj 
15: ihjhkkkhkkkhkkk 
17: Golay 
19: Corollary 4.107 - hhhhhiiii'ijjjjkkkk 
21: Golay 
23: Corollary 4.107 
25: Corollary 4.107 
27: Golay 
29: Corollary 4.107 
31: Corollary 4.107 
33: Golay 
35: Seberry - Sproul 
37: Williamson 
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39: Yang 
41: Golay 
43: Williamson 
45: Yang 
47: Turyn 
49: Yang 
51: Corollary 4.107 
53: Golay 
55: Turyn (5x construction), Yang. 
57: Yang 
59: Corollary 4.107 
61: Hunt (T-matrix not sequence): T-sequences given below. 
63: Yang 
65: Golay 
67: Sawade (T-matrix not sequence) 
69: Yang 
71: Koukouvinos, Kounias, Seberry, C.H. Yang and J. Yang 
73: 
3 New Hadamard matrices 
We now give three new T-sequences oflengths 28+ 1 = 35, 61 and 71. Each set of sequences 
is equivalent to a set of base sequences of lengths s + 1, 8 + 1, 8, s. 
The following are T-sequences (T-matrices) of length 35 = 52 + 32 + 02 + 12. 
Tl {1,2,4,5,9,-10,14,-15,17} 
T2 {3,-6,-7,8,11,-12,-13,-16,-18} 
T3 {19, -21,23, -25, -26, -28, 29, 31, 33, -35} 
T4 {-20, -22,24, -27,30,32, 34} 
The following are T-sequences (T-matrices) of length 61 = 22 + 52 + 42 + 42. Since these 
sequences are equivalent to base sequences of lengths 31, 31, 30, 30 they yield, using Yang 
multipliers, new T-sequences of lengths 183 and 671. 
Tl {1, -2, -4, -6, -8, -10, 12, -14, -16, 18, 20, 22, -24,26, -28, 30} 
T2 {3, 5,7,9, -11, -13, 15, -17, 19,21,23,25, -27, -29, 31} 
T3 {-32, -33, -36, 37,38,40, -42,43,44,46, -47,49,50, 51,53, -55, -56, 57, 
-60,61} 
T4 {34, -35,39,41, -45,48, -52,54,58, 59} 
The following are T-sequences (T-matrices) of length 71 = 62 + 52 + 32 + 12. 
Tl = {1,-2,-3,4,5,6,-7,8,9,10,-11,-12,-13,-14,15, 
16, -17, 18, 19, -20,21,22,23, 24} 
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q 
213 = 3 x 71 
781 = 
1349 = 
1491 = 
1633 = 
2059 = 
2627 = 
2769 = 
3479 = 
3763 = 
4331 = 
4899 = 
5467 = 
5609 = 
5893 = 
6177 = 
6461 = 
6603 = 
6887 = 
7739 = 
8023 = 
8591 = 
9159 = 
9443 = 
9727 = 
9869 = 
llx71 
19 x 71 
21 x 71 
27 x 71 
29 x 71 
37 x 71 
39 x 71 
49 x 71 
53 x 71 
61 x 71 
69 x 71 
7xllx71 
79 x 71 
83 x 71 
87 x 71 
91 x 71 
93 x 71 
97 x 71 
71 x 109 
113 x 71 
121 x 71 
129 x 71 
7 x 19 x 71 
137 x 71 
139 x 71 
Method 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
Ta.ble 1New Ha.da.mard matrices 
T2 {25, 26, 27, 28, -29,30,31, -32, 33, 34, 35, -36,37, -38, 
39, -40,41, -42, -43, -44, -45,46, 47} 
T3 {48, 49, 50, 51, -52, -56,57,58,60, -64,65, -66, -71} 
T4 {-53, -54, 55, -59,61, -62,63, 67, 68, -69, -70} 
The new Hadamard matrices ma.y now be constructed as in Table 1. 
Method 3 Seberry and Yamada [18] gave the following definition: 
Definition 1 We call k a Koukouvinos-Kounias number, or KK number, if k = g1 + g2 
where g1 and g2 are both the lengths of Golay sequences. 
Then we have 
Lemma 1 Let k be a KK number and y be a Yang number. Then there are T-sequences of 
length t and OD( 4tj t, t, t, t) for t = yk. 
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q t t' 
917 3 4 
1703 3 4 
2227 3 4 
2489 3 4 
4061 3 4 
5109 3 4 
6419 3 4 
6623 4 10 
6943 3 4 
9563 3 4 
Table 2: New Hadamard matrices of order 2-q, t ~ s < 1/ 
Example. This gives T-sequences oflengths 2.101, 2.109, 2.113, 8.127, 2.129, 2.131, 8.151, 
8.157, 16.163, 2.173, 4.179, 4.185, 4.193, 2.201, 2.205, 2.209, 2.213,2.221, 2.257, 2.261, 
2.269. 
With the application of this method we find new orders of Hadamard matrices which 
are given in Table 2. 
(Note: t' is given in Jenkins, Koukouvinos and Seberry [10, Table 6].) 
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